Formulation development of antibodies using robotic system and high-throughput laboratory (HTL).
Since each antibody has its unique physical chemical properties, optimal formulation for one antibody is likely not applicable for the others. To rapidly screen multiple antibody formulations, an automated system was constructed to perform sample preparation, testing, and data management. Using the automatic system, up to 500 liquid formulations can be prepared in deep well microplates and further distributed into standard microplates that can be stored under different stress conditions for degradation studies. In addition, the system can also be used to prepare samples in microplates for different analytical measurements such as UV spectroscopy, turbidity, dynamic light scattering (DLS), SEC-HPLC, RP-HPLC and CEX-HPLC, and automated lab-on-a-chip platform (ALP). The data generated using different techniques in the automatic system were comparable to those of the classical approaches.